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ITS SHOWTIME!!!

Back yet again with your monthly fix of cars, bass and racing, like always we try
and bring you everything we could possibly get too during the month and some
we couldn’t, the cover car this month is from the people over at Insane Racing
where Mr Blues got his hands on an old school RS6 and made it into his own
creation which turned out to be just insane like their name says, moving over to
events its racing like always from Race SA and some horse power junkies hitting
the rollers at GST out in Honeydew and not forgetting the stance community with
a few park off’s in and around the GP area, next month is gona be a cracker as
events are jumping up all around the country as its getting hotter by the day and
everybody wants to be out and about, you can be sure to find us at these events
so make sure your ride is clean and ready and you will find yourself right here in
Showtime Magazine ! Till next month!!
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Gerrie
Blues

After my last visit to Worthersee in
2019, I came back home with a new
project in mind of an Avant or wagon
as we commonly know it. Searching locally for specific models of cars was
not an easy task but eventually found
something rare that I could work with
via the Audi Club of South Africa. 2004
Audi RS6 C5 Avant, 4.2L V8 BiTurbo in
Avus Silver Pearl…these cars are extremely rare in SA more especially the
wagons. This was the very first RS6’s
that Audi ever released and the heart
of this beast was developed with a collaboration between Audi and Cosworth
in the UK.

It made an astonishing 450bhp 560nm
with a 0-100km/h in 4.7 seconds from
the factory for a tank…after buying the
car I dropped the motor out to give it
some attention and completed the reconstruction with hybrid turbos, custom exhaust system, intakes and a
custom Insane Racing map which now
give her 590bhp 680nm. The car was
fitted with a Stancertified Performance
air ride kit, Rohana RC7 20” wheels,
Maxton front spoiler and side sills with
some custom trims…

This project is still under construction with the interior to be
completed… The current generation of RS6’s still upholds
the reputation of being an absolute beast with a wagon that
stands amongst those exotic super cars…

Shout out to Insane Racing South Africa, VAG Cafe, Stancertified,
Dent Doctor Centurion, Saints Detailers…

RACESA
TEST AND TUNE

Chris
Barend

B

ack at track for yet another action packed day
of racing at Midvaal with the popular test and
tune events of Race SA, pity there’s no spectators
allowed as per regulations and sad to say that you
guys are missing out on racing that no words can describe
racers pushing them self’s and the cars to the limit, as
with the folks from Insane Racing just getting quicker and
quicker with those RS3’s, it won’t be long before one of
them breaks into the 8sec bracket watch my words, Riaan
and his team from RCB racing also joined in after a long
time and starting to dial in that crazy Mustang called the
Judge doing constant 8 seconds flat and dipping into the 7’s
a few times, my high lite of the day was the orange little
box shape of Johan Bothma starting to get into shape with
the new setup and doing his personal best of 8.6sec well
done sir, unfortunately for some there was breakages and
issues but thats how you learn, next round is around the
corner so hopefully the the regulations alow you to join in
the excitement , check out social media for dates and make
your way people!

PS GAMERS CHECK THIS!

DYNO DAY
Chris
Gerrie
Barend

We’ve been to many dyno events in
the last few years and something that
we must add before even getting to the
event is that if you want to see the most
spectacular state of the art dyno make
your way over to GST Motorsport in
Honeydew, thats why its the preferred
choice for dyno day hosting among car
crews and clubs, this was no different
with cars lining up from the top of the
road. This was going to be an epic day
From the get go it was a war between

the N/A cars, and just our 2cents they
are always the loudest on rollers, taking
top spot was Ruan Hanke in his 200STI
Sentra and stongest on the day was a
Bmw140i making close to the 470wkw
mark, with that said it was an exiting
day out with non stop roller action, if
you have a crew and would like to have
a dyno day, check out GST Motorsport
im sure they will be more than happy to
assist, see you at the next one.

STATIC
VS
BAGS
ShowTime was invited to Bogs Stance off on a very cold winters
morning, and it was damm cold. We headed out to a place called
Germiston where the show was held in a park. The idea behind
the show was static vs Air. Who’s car is the lowest to the ground
between the cars. We met some known faces in the industry to
the likes of Koekies Koekemoer who made us a real nice fire to
keep us warm, thanks Koekies. Moe Moe was one of the head
judges which was a great idea as he is fairly involved in air applications as well as static. There was some very nice food available for purchase to keep the hunger pains away.

CARS &
CATCH UP
VOLUME 1

Chris
Gerrie

C
ars and Catch up Started to host this amazing event that will
take place the first Sunday of every month at Garage 72 and

Vape Truck, a must eat when you there. Secondly the cool cars
that rocked up to this event and then not to forget the friendly
people and car guys a like. When you there you can also treat
Carnoiseur Car wash in Randburg, we went to go see what all the your car to an amazingly car wash with Dielo on hands at the
fuzz was about. First thing first was the amazing food from the Carnoiseur car wash.

Well known faces made an appearance.

The dispaly of cars was of the hook.

The Volkswagen Club would like to thank everyone that joined us on our run
to Catherine Robson Childrens’ Home on Sunday, 1st August 2021. Much
needed food, toiletries, and clothing were donated, as prior to our arrival
they did not have food for the day. The caregivers showed much appreciation
and gratitude towards all the donations. Unfortunately, we could not spend
time with the kids as two children and a caregiver tested positive for COVID.
We hope that they will make a full and speedy recovery. We would also like to
give a massive thanks to VW The Glen. They opened their doors to the Club
for us to view their vehicles, receive coffee and biscuits, and even handed out
VW keyrings to all attendees, but went even further prior to our arrival.

Byron
Pienaar

VW The Glen had put out a box to collect donations from customers, but on day one of collection, most of the collection box was filled up by their own employees!
After all this, they even had a vehicle available for delivery, and hotdogs were provided for the 62 Children, as well as the 7 staff members at Catherine Robson Childrens Home. Unfortunately, the boxes at our other 2 pick-up points were completely empty, but thank you again to VW The Glen who made up for that tenfold! It was
an emotional day leaving our attendees driving home with tears in their eyes and feeling grateful for the things we take for granted, so let’s make a giving spirit a part
of regular life wherever possible. Once again, thank you to everyone for their donations and assistance towards making a difference in these desperate times.

PRACTICE DAY
Chris
Wall

VAG MOTORSPORT
STANCE & PARK OFF

A while back Malcolm and the crew from
VAG Motorsports decided to have a little
bit of stance and park-off event at their
new premises – well not that new but it
was our first visit to the facility. It’s brilliant,
a world-class setup with the ability to carry
out all kinds of work on cars, complete with
proper bodywork. This event took place
just before the 3rd wave of Covid became
a proper issue, and until this event there
hadn’t been many things for car people
to attend and have a break from all
the shit life has been throwing at us. It
wasn’t widely advertised, we only saw it
advertised from the Wednesday before
the weekend it was scheduled for, and
because of that we expected only a few
decent cars to show up. We were wrong.
It was a properly busy event, and we’re

glad we went through. Over and above all
the APR-tuned cars from VAG Motorsport,
there were also loads of industry friends
in attendance too, like Manny from Potent
Audio with his hot Artworkz-bagged cabrio
E36 and a few other client cars. We spotted
Scene Shack’s Chadlin April’s tidy bagged
Tiguan, also accompanied by some client
cars. All manner of hot cars were there,
so many from the Volkswagen scene that
it looked like a bit of a mini Camp Fest
section, which isn’t a complaint (unless
you don’t like VWs I guess). Kirshen’s
red Mk2 is always a head turner and was
one of the cars getting a lot of camera
attention, as was Craig’s minter of a Mk1
that was parked on display inside along
with Meekaeel’s super clean and fast RS3,
a scissor-door Mk6 R and a few others.

Just outside the entrance that monster
9-secon APR TTRS was displayed along
with Malcolm’s new Porsche rolling on
some super sexy BBS splits. For a lastminute event it was a really good one,
and yeah, people sanitised and wore
masks and all that, and still had a great
time. People parked around with friends
in small groups to adhere to protocols,
which was great to see, people actually
giving a shit about others. There was a
show & shine event that saw cars being
judged on the driveway, but we didn’t pay
enough attention to tell you who won what,
if you’re super keen to find out, drop VAG
Motorpsort a line. All in all, great show,
thanks chaps!

pH BALANCED
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he other day we got notification of
another event put together by our
mates at RaceWarz, and this one
was up to their usual awesome quality.
Together with a bunch of car places
like RACE!, and the venue being the
rooftop of Hyde Park Corner, the cars in
attendance were premium quality. Inside
the mall some very rare and expansive
metal was on display as a colab with
Zebra Square Gallery, the Ferrari 458

Chris Wall

Liberty Walk Silhouette GT and the
Lamborghini Aventador Pirelli Edition
were undoubtedly the most photographed
cars on the day even though many who
attended the show weren’t even aware
the cars were there and only visited the
rooftop to see the cars. Now the rooftop,
that was something else. A colourful fleet
of Lamborghinis took up centre stage,
again attracting all the cameras in the
area, but there was way more cool shit

than just the raging bulls. Loads of new
and old generation Ford Mustangs were
dotted around the parking lot, many
stock but a handful were big horsepower
builds with some pretty decent styling.
One cabrio was wrapped to look like an
old Mustang fighter plane, rather bonkers
but a definite head turner. Someone even
pitched in the new generation Mach 1,
which was only due for release a month
later.

C

ars worthy of a notable mention
include a super how new Audi RS6
wagon in red that had many people
updating their lotto car list, although Brad
didn’t like it, sorry Brad. The coolest orange
Chevy Impala SS proved that local parking
spots are definitely not measured up to
accommodate old school muscle cars. This
was a brilliant example of a clean restomod.
Nathaniel Wakefield’s IDGAF-SX was on

hand to make JDM fans drool a little. His SX
has all the best OEM JDM bits you can find,
making his the only one of this spec in SA,
and it’s hot! A black Ford truck from RACE!
showed just why they’re at the top of their
game in SA, it may have been classic muscle,
but it was as up to date in the mechanics
and electronics as any new car, and even
from across the parking lot, you could easily
see the budget for the build was bigger than
most people’s annual salary – thrice. One

ride that attracted loads of attention was
from the ShowTime crew – main an Barend
arrived in his late 90s blown Ford Ranchero.
Usually not that interesting unless it’s the
XR6 version, the fact that it looks like it just
arrived from an Aussie burnout competition
make it uber interesting, especially when
started. Great event, ShowTime will be at
the next one, because shows is what we do,
and shows like this shouldn’t be missed.
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tance Church where 2 or more car enthusiasts
meet on a sunday to talk about cars. We have been
following Stance Church for about 3 years now and
their Sunday gathering is getting bigger and better
every time. This one specifically was held in Rivonia at
the Roadhouse Cafe, what awesome food they served.
Tagging along was Regan and his brother Craig with
their new project yellow city Golf 1. It just

Gerrie

had brand new wheels and Sound was fitted by Regan
the man himself. ShowTime Magazine sponsored
the tropies and Turtle Wax gave a few prizes as well,
Thank you to Mark from Turtle Wax. Thando who
runs Stance Church was very busy organizing the low
limbo and Show and Shine. Well done to everyone that
attended, we surely would like to see you guys and
girls again. Peace!!!

VAG
PARK
OFF

GERRIE
Talk about Vdub Fest and you just know that there
are going to be some nice Volkswagen cars to be
seen. Cum Laude events had a VAG Park off at The
Glen VW with the loudest white boy on South African
soil mr Vic Pardal on the mic entertaining the crowd.
Dj’s was playing some really cool jams the whole
day. I must admit there was some real original Vw’s
on display with absolutely no mods, I must admit
its becoming a real gem when guys find these cars

untouched and zero mods and in presteen condition,
it will be worth a lot of money soon in the near future.
Claudia’s Audi A1 is also something else, you can
look at this stunning Audi for hours because there
is just so much detail on her car, she said she is
still busy with more mods coming soon. We will be
keeping an eye on that Audi A1. Further more there
was some last VDub campfest tickets for sale and
some really nice merchendice on sale for the day.

FRESH
FRIDAY’S

O

nce again Rizo from JHB
Parties pulled of yet another
very succesfull park off
called First Fridays at Delforno, this
time with an added low limbo event
and the lowest car won R500 cash.
From Great pizza to Pasta Delforno

made sure the people were fed.
There was a great line up of Dj’s
playing some awesome tunes
and the turn out was something
we havent seen in a long time,
everybody was wearing masks
and adhearing the the covid rules

which was great, some awesome
cars were on display especially a
white vw Caddy with some wood
trimmings, from Stance Cars to Low
Cars to Racing cars, all were on
display and what a great evening
all in all. Cant wait for the next one.

